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1. INTRODUCTION
One-sided estimates have been used many times to derive existence
theorems for nonlinear operator equations and minimization problems.
w xRecall, for example, the following theorem of Krasnoselskii KM, K-Z .
THEOREM A. Let B be the open unit ball of a real Hilbert space H with
 :inner product ? , ? . Assume that f : B ª H is a completely continuous
¨ector field on the closed unit ball B i.e., f is continuous and I y f is
.compact . Then
 .1 If f satisfies the condition
 :f x , x G 0, x g ­ B , 1 .  .
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then it has at least one zero in B;
 .2 If H is complex, f is holomorphic, and
 :Re f x , x ) 0, x g ­ B , .
then f has a unique zero in B.
 .The first assertion can be proved by noting that 1 implies the
Leray]Schauder boundary condition. The second one is a direct conse-
quence of the generalized Bohl]Poincare theorem: if two completelyÂ
continuous vector fields on B do not vanish on ­ B, and their directions
are not antipodal, then they are homotopic.
w x w xQuoting Krasnoselskii and Zabreiko K-Z and Shinbrot SM , we re-
 .mark that despite its simplicity and perhaps because of it , Theorem A has
many applications to the solvability of nonlinear equations. An extension
 .of condition 1 to topological vector spaces, with applications, can be
w xfound in a paper by Fan FK .
One-sided estimates of such type have been systematically used in many
w xfields. We mention, for example, Galerkin's approximation methods TV ,
w xthe theory of equations with potential operators VM , monotone operator
w x wtheory BH , and nonlinear integral and partial differential equations BF1,
xBF2, AH .
One of the main points in Theorem A is, of course, the compactness of
the mapping I y f which allows us to use the methods of the theory of
 .rotation of vector fields or degree theory . Since we are interested in the
class of holomorphic vector fields, we note that in infinite dimensional
spaces this class is not contained in the class of completely continuous
vector fields. Moreover, the intersection of these classes is quite narrow
 w x.even for integral equations, see V-T, KS .
Despite this lack of compactness, there exists a well-developed fixed
point theory for holomorphic mappings in Hilbert spaces and for some
wclasses of Banach spaces. See, for example, E-H, F-V, G-R, K-S, HM,
xKh-Sh .
In the present paper we will consider, inter alia, a complex Hilbert space
H and mappings f : B ª H which are holomorphic in B and uniformly
 .continuous on B. Rewriting condition 1 in the form
 :Re f x , x G 0, x g ­ B , 19 .  .
 :where ? , ? is the inner product in H, we will show below that this
condition also ensures the existence of a null point of f in B.
In addition, in the theory of holomorphic mappings even in the finite-
.dimensional case , it is important to describe the structure of the analytic
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set Null f and in particular to recognize when it is irreducible. As we will
 .see in the sequel, condition 19 implies that Null f has a very simpleB
structure, namely, it is an affine submanifold of B.
It turns out that such assertions are related to entirely different prob-
lems of nonlinear analysis, such as global solvability of autonomous Cauchy
problems in Hilbert or Banach spaces. More precisely, we have in mind
holomorphic vector fields which generate continuous flows on a domain
 .see the definition below .
As it will become clear, the property for holomorphic mappings in B,
which are uniformly continuous on B, of being a generator, is equivalent
 .to condition 19 .
In the sequel we also obtain a generalization to the case of a Banach
space.
Finally, turning to the finite dimensional case, we note that such
assertions may be considered comparison-type theorems resembling
. Rouche's theorem for two vector fields. We remark in passing thatÂ
.Rouche's theorem is also a consequence of the Bohl]Poincare theorem.Â Â
Therefore, it is of interest to establish theorems involving more general
one-sided estimates, which will contain the Bohl]Poincare theorem, andÂ
which may be applied to a wider class of domains. This will be done in the
last two theorems.
2. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
DEFINITION 1. Let D be a domain in a complex Banach space X. A
holomorphic mapping f : D ª X is said to be a generator of a flow in D if
the Cauchy problem
x q f x s 0 .Çt t 2 . x s z , z g D ,0
  .4 q w .has a global solution x z ; D on R s 0, ` for each z g D.t
 .In this case we will write f g HG D .
Now let D be an absolutely convex domain in X. By p we denote theD
Minkowski functional of D. For each y g X, let j g X* denote any lineary
functional subordinate to p at the point y, i.e.,D
 :y , j s p y .y D
and
 :x , j F p x .y D
for all x g X.
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 w x.As usual see, for example, YK , we may define a semi-scalar product
w x?, ? in X by the formulaD
 :w xx , y s x , j p y . .D y D
It is clear that in the case of the Hilbert ball this semi-scalar product
coincides with the usual inner product in H.
THEOREM 1. Let D be an absolutely con¨ex bounded domain in a
complex Banach space X, and let f : D ª X be holomorphic in D and
  ..uniformly continuous on D. Then f generates a flow in D i.e., f g HG D if
and only if it satisfies the boundary condition
Re f x , x G 0 3 .  .D
for all x g ­ D with respect to all semi-scalar products defined by p .D
Remark 1. Since a bounded holomorphic mapping f on D is locally
Lipschitzian, it follows from the uniqueness of the solution of the Cauchy
 .  .problem 2 that f g HG D generates a unique flow in D. This flow is a
one-parameter semigroup of holomorphic self-mappings of D with respect
w .  .  .to the ``time'' t g 0, ` . That is, setting F ? s x ? , we havet t
F s F ( F and F s I , 4 .tqs t s 0
where I denotes the identity operator on X. Thus the null point set of f in
D coincides with the stationary point set of the flow, defined as the
common fixed point set of this semigroup, i.e.,
Fix F s Null f .F D t D
tG0
Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 1, that the set K of holomorphic
 4  .mappings f ; HG D which are uniformly continuous on D is a real
 .  4cone. However, this cone is not proper because T s K l yK / 0 . As a
matter of fact, T consists of all mappings f which generate a one-parame-
 .ter group of holomorphic automorphisms of D, i.e., condition 4 holds for
 .  .all t, s g y`, ` , and each F is an automorphism of D, t g y`, ` . Int
other words, we have the following assertion.
COROLLARY 1. Let D be an absolutely con¨ex bounded domain in X, and
let f : D ª X be holomorphic in D and uniformly continuous on D. Then f
generates a one-parameter group of automorphisms of D if and only if the
following condition holds,
Re f x , x s 0, x g ­ D , 5 .  .D
with respect to all semi-scalar products defined by p .D
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 w x.Remark 2. On the other hand, it is well known see AJ, I-S, UH that
if f generates a one-parameter group on D, then the Taylor expansion of
f has terms of order no more than 2. For example, if D is the unit disk D
in C, f must have the form
f x s a q bx q cx 2 . 6 .  .
 .Using condition 5 and simple calculations we obtain some additional
information on such mappings. Namely, a mapping f : D ª C which is
holomorphic in D and continuous on D generates a one-parameter group
 .of automorphisms on D if and only if it has the form 6 , where a s yc
and Re b s 0.
The calculations for n s 2 are more complicated. The result is that
2 2 .f s f , f : B ª C generates a one-parameter group of automorphisms1 2
on the unit ball B2 of C2 if and only if it has the form
2f z s a q a z q a z y a z q a z z .1 0 1 1 2 2 0 1 12 1 2
2f z s ya y a z q b z y a z z q a z , .2 12 2 1 2 2 0 1 2 12 2
where R e b s R e a s 0.2 1
 .Now we return to condition 1 and the existence problem of a null
point. As a consequence of Theorem 1 we will prove the following
assertion:
THEOREM 2. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let B be the open unit
ball in H. Suppose that f is holomorphic in B and has a uniformly continuous
extension to B. If f satisfies the boundary condition
 :Re f x , x G 0 .
for all x g ­ B, then
 .1 Null f / B.B
 .2 If Null f / B, then it is an affine submanifold of B.B
COROLLARY 2. If f satisfies the abo¨e conditions and has no null point
on­ B, then it has a unique null point in B. In particular, if
 :Re f x , x ) 0 .
for all x g ­ B, then f has a unique null point in B.
In the general case of a Banach space, it is natural to replace condition
 .  .19 by condition 3 . However, the following simple examples show that
 .  .assertions 1 and 2 of Theorem 2 do not hold in general.
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EXAMPLE 1. Let X s c be the space of all complex sequences x s0
 .  . x , x , . . . , x , . . . such that x ª 0, as n ª `. Let f x s x y a, x y1 2 n n 1 2
. < <x , x y x , . . . , where a g C and a F 1. This mapping f satisfies condi-1 3 2
 .tion 3 on the unit ball of c , but has no zero in c whenever a / 0.0 0
2  .EXAMPLE 2. Let X s C with the max norm, and let D s x , x g1 2
12 2< < < < 4  .   ..C : x , x - 1 be the bidisk. Setting f x s 0, 2 x y x y x we1 2 2 1 22
 .see that f satisfies condition 3 . In this case, Null f / B but it is notD
affine. Nevertheless, we are able to establish a somewhat weaker theorem.
DEFINITION 2. Let D be a domain in X and let f map D into X. We
say that the equation
f x s 0 .
has an approximate solution in D if for each « ) 0 there exists x g D«
such that
f x F « , .«
 .i.e., if 0 g X is an accumulation point of f D .
THEOREM 3. Let D be an absolutely con¨ex bounded domain in a
complex Banach space X, and let f : D ª X be uniformly continuous on D
 .and holomorphic in D. Suppose that f satisfies condition 3 on ­ B. Then
 .  .1 The equation f x s 0 has an approximate solution in D;
 .2 If X is reflexi¨ e and Null f is not empty, then Null f is aD D
connected submanifold of D;
 .3 If , in addition, there exists d ) 0 such that
Re f x , x G d . D
and for x g ­ D and all semi-scalar products defined by p , then f has a nullD
 .point a in D. This null point is unique and regular in the sense that f 9 a is an
in¨ertible linear operator.
Remark 3. One of the most useful criteria for the existence of a fixed
point for holomorphic self-mappings in the Earle]Hamilton theorem
w xE-H which asserts: If D is a bounded domain in X, and F: D ª D is
holomorphic and maps D strictly inside D, i.e.,
F D s D _ D , * .  .1
then F has a unique fixed point in D.
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We will also use this fact in our considerations, but, on the other hand,
we would like to observe that if D is an absolutely convex bounded
 .domain, and the mapping F: D ª D satisfies * , then f s I y F evi-
 .dently satisfies 3 on ­ D , where D is an arbitrary absolutely convex2 2
 .domain such that f D _ D _ D. Moreover, the simple example where2
 .F x s aix, a G 1, and D is a ball in X centered at the origin of X, shows
 .  .that f s I y F may satisfy condition 3 , without F satisfying condition * .
 .Other examples of holomorphic self-mappings satisfying 3 may be con-
structed by using fractional linear transformations in Banach algebras.
Here we give another example which is concerned with the existence of
 w x.Riccati flows see H-M which play an important role in the theory of
dynamical systems.
EXAMPLE 3. Let X be a complex Banach algebra and let a, b, and c
belong to X. Suppose that a g X defines a strictly accretive linear
operator on X by left multiplication, i.e., for some m ) 0
 : 5 5 2inf Re ax , x* G m x , x g X ,
x*gJx
  : 5 5 2 5 5 24where Jx s x* g X*: x, x* s x s x* .
Consider the Riccati equation
x q ax q x bx q c s 0, x s z g X . ** .Çq t t t 0
The first question is: What are the conditions on b and c which will
guarantee the existence of a Riccati flow? That is, find a solution of Eq.
 . q** defined on the whole half-axis R , such that this solution leaves
invariant some bounded domain D in X. The second question is: Does
 .this solution have a stationary point in D? In other words, does Eq. **
have a trivial solution z in D, such that all other solutions are stable with0
respect to z g D?0
  . .It is clear that any stationary point of x x z s z , t G 0 is a nullt t 0 0
 .point of the quadratic hence holomorphic mapping f : X ª X defined by
 .f x s ax q xbx q c. Thus, we can try to use Theorem 3 to answer these
questions. Indeed, simple calculations show that if b and c satisfy the
condition
5 5 5 5 24 b ? c F m ,
 .then there exists r ) 0 such that f satisfies condition 3 for each x g X
5 5  .  . qwith x s r. In this case, Eq. ** has a unique solution x z on R fort
5 5 5  .5each z - r, and x z - r for all t G 0. In addition, if the inequalityt
5 5 5 5 24 b ? c - m
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5 5holds, then there is a stationary point z g X, z - r, of this equation,0 0
i.e., the algebraic Riccati equation
ax q xbx q c s 0
5 5has a unique solution z such that z - r.0 0
Now we turn to the finite dimensional case.
Let X s C n with the Euclidean norm and let D be an arbitrary
bounded domain in X with piecewise smooth boundary ­ D.
THEOREM 4. Let f and w be gi¨ en holomorphic mappings on D. Suppose
 4that there exist two finite collections of mappings c , c , . . . , c , c s1 2 p k
n .  .  4c , c , . . . , c g Hol D, C , k s 1, . . . , p, and v , v , . . . , v ,k1 k 2 k n 1 2 py1
 . 1 n.v s v , v , . . . , v g C ­ D, C , k s 1, . . . , p y 1, such thatk k1 k 2 k n
1 c s f , c s w ; . 1 p
n n
2 c ? v / 0 and c ? v / 0 on ­ D .  k i k i kq1. i k i
is1 is1
for each k s 1, . . . , p y 1;
n¡ ¦
c ? v k i k i
is1~ ¥3 M s ; C does not separate zero and infinity . n
c v kq1. i k i¢ §
is1 ­ D
for each
k s 1, . . . , p y 1.
Then f and w ha¨e the same number of null points in D taking into account
.their multiplicity .
n .COROLLARY 3. Let D be as abo¨e and suppose f , w g Hol D, C satisfy
the following conditions:
 .  :1 f , w / 0 on ­ D;
 .  : 5 5 2 . < 42 M s f , w r w ; C does not separate zero and infinity.­ D
Then f and w ha¨e the same number of null points in D taking into account
.their multiplicity .
n n .COROLLARY 4. Let D be the unit ball in C , and let f g Hol D, C
  . : 4satisfy the following condition: The set N s f z , z : z g ­ D ; C does
not contain zero and does not separate zero and infinity. Then f has exactly one
null point in D.
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n .THEOREM 5. Let D be as in Theorem 4, and suppose that f g Hol D, C
satisfies the condition
 :Re f z , z G 0 .
for all z g ­ D. Then
 .1 If 0 g D, then f has at least one zero in D;
 .2 If Null f is discrete, then it contains at most one point;D
 .3 If 0 f D, then f has no zero on ­ D, then it also has no zero in D.
EXAMPLE 4. Let F map the unit disc D ; C conformally onto a
  .domain Q ; C such that 0 f Q, and C _ Q contains a curve z t s 1 y
 .4  .1rl t where l t , 0 F t F 1, is a curve joining 0 and 1. Then the mapping
 .   .  ..f z , z s z F z , z F z satisfies the conditions of Corollary 4 on1 2 1 1 2 1
D s B2, the unit ball in C2, and hence has a unique zero in D.
 :  . y At the same time, f , z s F z on ­ D, and if Q intersects R s z g1
4  : 2C: Re z - 0, Im z s 0 , then Re f , z is not always positive on ­ B . Thus
we cannot use the Bohl]Poincare Theorem in this case.Â
It is also easy to construct examples where Corollaries 2]4 cannot be
applied because we cannot pass from f to w in one step. But we can apply
Theorem 4 by using p G 3 steps to pass from f to w.
2 2  .  4 z1 4 z1.EXAMPLE 5. Let D s B ; C and f z , z s z e , z e . Setting1 2 1 2
 : 5 5 2 4 z1 4 z1 w xw s z, we see that f , z r z s e and arg e g y4, 4 on ­ D. That
 : 5 5 2 2is, f , z r z maps ­ B onto a set which separates 0 and ` in C. But
2 z 2 z1 1 .setting p s 3, c s f , c s z e , z e , c s z, w s c , and w s z,1 2 1 2 3 1 2 2
 : 5 5 2 2 z1  : 5 5 2 2 z1we have f , c r c s e and f , z r z s e on ­ D. These sets2 2
do not separate 0 and ` in C and hence f has exactly one zero in D.
Analogous examples, where p y 2 steps will not do, but p y 1 steps are
sufficient, can easily be constructed for any p G 3.
3. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS
For the proofs we need the following lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let D be the unit ball in a Banach space X, and let G: D ª X
be a bounded holomorphic mapping. Suppose that there are sequences 0 - rn
ª 1y and 0 - k - 1 such that for all l ) 0 and for all x g D withn
5 5x s r , the following condition holds:n
x y lG x G 1 y lk r . 7 .  .  .n n
Then G has a unique fixed point in D.
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 5 5 4Proof. For each r we denote the closed ball x g X : x F r by D .n n r n
Since G is bounded and holomorphic in D, it is Lipschitzian on D .rn
Therefore we can find l ) 0 small enough such that the mapping
 .  .T s I y lG is biholomorphic on D . Thus T D is open and T ­ D sr r rn n n
 .­ T D . Decreasing l ) 0, if necessary, we see that the equation x srn
 . w xlG x has a unique solution in D by the Earle]Hamilton theorem E-H .
 .  .  . Thus, T D 2 0, and by 7 , T D contains the ball of radius d s 1 yr r nn n
.lk r centered at the origin.n n
 . y1Hence the mapping S s 1 y l T is holomorphic on D and mapsdn
D into the ball D _ D .d 1yl.r1ylk ..d dn n n n
Once again, the Earle]Hamilton theorem shows that S has a unique
fixed point y* g D . It is easy to see that the point x* s 1d 1yl.r1ylk ..n n
.y1 5 5  .y1 5 5 y l y* is a fixed point of G. Indeed, x* s 1 y l y* F d r 1 yn
.  .  . y1 .lk s r - 1, and y* s 1 y l x* s 1 y l T y* implies that Tx* sn n
 .  .  .y* s 1 y l x* s x* y l x* s x* y lG x* . Hence x* s G x* . The re-
verse chain of calculations proves the uniqueness of x* as a fixed point of
G in D .rn
Since 0 - r - 1 may be arbitrarily close to 1, we see that x* is then
unique fixed point in D.
In the next lemma we again use the duality mapping J of X defined by
 : 5 5 2 5 5 2Jx s x* g X*: x , x* s x s x* . 4
LEMMA 2. Let D be the open unit ball in a Banach space X, and let a
 .bounded f g Hol D, X admit a uniformly continuous extension to D. If
 :inf Re f x , x* : x* g Jx G 0 8 4 .  .
 .for all x g ­ D, then for each r ) 0 and z g D, the equation x q rf x s z
 .has a unique solution x s J z which holomorphically depends on z g D.r
 .Proof. Fix t g 0, 1 and z g D, and consider the mapping G : D ª Xt
defined by
G x [ t x y f x q 1 y t z . .  .  . .t
We intend to show that there exist sequences 0 - r ª 1y and 0 - k - 1n n
 .such that G satisfies condition 7 of Lemma 1. First we note that becauset
f is uniformly continuous, for each « ) 0 there exists 0 - r - 1 such that
: 5 5 2 :inf Re f x , x* : x* g Jx G y« x 9  .  .
5 5for all x such that r F x - 1.
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 .Indeed, suppose that 9 does not hold, i.e., there exist « ) 0 and
5 5 yx g D such that x ª 1 andn n
U 5 5 2 :Re f x , x - y« x .n n n
at least for one xU g Jx .n n
5 5y1 U 5 5y1 U 5 5Then, setting y s x x and y s x x , we have y s 1,n n n n n n n
5 5x y y ª 0, andn n
 U:  U:0 F Re f y , y s Re f y y f x , y .  .  .n n n n n
1
U 5 5 :q Re f x , x Fd y « x , .n n n nU5 5xn
  .  . U:where d s Re f y y f x , y tends to zero as n ª `. This contra-n n n n
 .diction shows that 9 is true.
5 5 y1 . .Now choose z - l - 1, 0 - « - t 1 y t 1 y l , and a sequence
y 5 5  .r ª 1 such that z rl - r - 1, and condition 9 holds for all x g Dn n
5 5  .5 5 .with x s r . Setting k s t q 1 y t z rr q t« , we obtain 0 - k -n n n n
1, and for all l ) 0,
y1  :x y lG x G r x y lG x , x* .  .t n t
y1  :G r Re x y lG x , x*n t
y1  :  :G r Re x , x* y l Re G x , x* .n t
y1 2  :s r r y l Re t x y f x q 1 y t z , x* .  . . .n n
y1 2 2  :s r r y l tr y t Re f x , x* .n n n
 :q 1 y t Re z , x* . . .
y1 2 2 2 5 5G r r y l tr q t«r q 1 y t z r . . .n n n n n
5 5z
G r 1 y l t q t« q 1 y t s 1 y lk r , .  .n n n / /rn
5 5whenever x s r and x* g Jx.n
 .Thus it follows from Lemma 1 that for each t g 0, 1 the equation
  ..  .  .x s t x y f x q 1 y t z has a unique solution x s x z . Setting r st
 .y1t 1 y t we obtain that this equation is equivalent to the equation
 .  .  .x q rf x s z which determines the mapping J z s x z . Since z g D isr t
arbitrary, J : D ª D is indeed well-defined.r
 .  .Moreover, for each z g D the proof of Lemma 1 shows that 1 y l J zr
 w x.can be obtained by iteration see E-H . Therefore the mapping J isr
holomorphic.
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w xLEMMA 3 R-S . Let D be a con¨ex bounded domain in X, and let
 .f g Hol D, X be bounded. Then
 .1 the Cauchy problem
x q f x s 0, x s z , .Çt t 0
  .4has a solution x z ; D for all t G 0 and each z g D if and only if thet
equation
x q rf x s z .
 .has a unique solution x s J z g D for each r G 0 and each z g D. Thisr
solution depends holomorphically on z g D for each fixed r G 0 and continu-
ously on r G 0 for each z g D.
 .2 For each r ) 0, Fix J s Null f.D r D
 .   ..3 For each z g D, f J z con¨erges to zero as r tends to infinity.r
 .LEMMA 4. Let D be a con¨ex bounded domain in X and let f g HG D
be bounded and uniformly continuous on D. Then f satisfies the condition
dist x y hf x , D . .
lim s 0, x g D. 10 .
hhª0q
2 2 .Proof. Let x g D. Set x s 1 y h x q h z, where z g D and 0 - hh
 .- 1. Since f g HG D , the resolvent J : D ª D is well defined, byh
 .Lemma 3, for each h ) 0. Since f is bounded on D, x y J x sh h h
  .. q 5 5 5  .hf J x ª 0, as h ª 0 . In addition, x y x ª 0 and f x yh h h h
q  ..5f J x ª 0 as h ª 0 be the uniform continuity of f on D. Thus weh h
have
dist x y hf x , D . .
h
5 5x y hf x y J x x y x .  .h h hF F
h h
1
q f x y f x q x y hf x y J x .  .  .  . .h h h h hh
5 5F h z y x q f x y f x q f J x y f x ª 0 .  .  .  . .h h h h
as h ª 0q. The lemma is proved.
w x  w x.LEMMA 5 RS1 see also RS2 . Let D be the unit ball in X and let
 .f : D ª X be a continuous mapping on D. Then f satisfies condition 10 if
 .and only if it satisfies condition 3 .
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Since any absolutely convex bounded domain in X is the open unit ball
with respect to the equivalent norm p , Theorem 1 is now seen to be aD
direct consequence of Lemmas 2]5.
w x  w x.LEMMA 6 R-S cf. K-R-S . Let D be a bounded con¨ex domain in X,
 .and let f g Hol D, X be bounded and uniformly continuous on D. Suppose
that f generates a flow in D, i.e., the Cauchy problem
x q f x s 0, x s z g D , .Çt t 0
  .4has a unique solution x s x z ; D for each t G 0 and z g D. If theret t
exists d ) 0 such that for all x g ­ D
f x G d , .
 .then f has a unique null point a g D and this point is regular, i.e., f 9 a is a
linear in¨ertible operator.
LEMMA 7. Let B be the open unit ball in a complex Hilbert space H, and
 .let f g Hol B, X be a bounded generator of a flow on B. If f has a
continuous extension to B, then f has a null point in B.
Proof. Consider the mapping J : B ª B defined as the solution of the1
 .equation x q f x s y, y g B. By Lemma 3, this mapping is well-defined
and holomorphic in B. In addition, its fixed point set coincides with the
null point set of f. Thus, if J has a fixed point in B, then we are done. If1
w xJ has no fixed point in B, then by Theorem 27.3 in G-R the sequence1
 4z defined implicitly by the equationn
1 1
z s x q 1 y J z , x g B ,n 1 n /n n
converges strongly to a point z* g ­ B as n ª `. Hence
1
y [ J z s z y x q z .  .n 1 n n nn y 1
 .  .also converges strongly to z* as n ª `, and f y converges to f z* byn
5  .5 5   ..5 5  .5continuity. But f y s f J z s z y J z F 2rn and hencen 1 n n 1 n
 .f z* s 0. This completes the proof.
Now our Theorem 2 follows from Lemmas 2, 3, and 7, and from Rudin's
w xtheorem RW , while Theorem 3 follows from Lemmas 2, 3, and 6, and
w xfrom a theorem of Mazet and Vigue M-V .Â
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 .Proof of Theorem 4. By hypothesis 3 of the theorem, the set C _ M
 . w  .xy1contains some curve of the form z t s 1 y l t , 0 F t F 1, where
 .  .  . w  .xl t joins 0 and 1. Consider the homotopy F t s l t c q 1 y l t c .x k kq1
w xWe claim that for a fixed t g 0, 1 this mapping is holomorphic to D and
n
F t ? v / 0 11 .  . k i k i
is1
 .   .  ..on ­ D where F t s F t , . . . , F t .k k1 k n
 . w xIndeed, if 11 does not hold for some t g 0, 1 , then we have0
n
c z ? v z .  . k i 0 k i 0 1is1 s 1 yn
l t .0c z ? v z .  . kq1. i 0 k i 0
is1
 .for some z g ­ D. But this contradicts the choice of the curve z t s 1 y0
w  .xy1 w x   ..l t . Now by the Roos formula AL the number N F t of nullk
 .points of F t in D is given by the formulak
n
jy1 w xy1 v dv j n dF t .  . j k
n y 1 ! . js1
N F t s , . . Hn nk n2p i . ­ D
F t v . k i k i /
is1
 .  .  . w xwhere dF t s dF t n ??? n dF t and dv j s dw n ??? n dvk k1 k n k k1 k jy1
n dv n ??? n dv .k jq1 k n
  ..Thus we see that N F t is an integer valued continuous function of tk
  ..   ..and hence it must be constant. Therefore, N F 0 s N F 1 which isk k
 .  .  .  .equivalent to N c s N c , k s 1, 2, . . . , p y 1. Hence N f s N w ,k kq1
and the theorem is proved.
 w x.Exactly as in the classical Hurwitz Theorem see MA one can prove
the following assertion.
n  4  n.LEMMA 8. Let D be a domain in C and let f ; Hol D, C be am
sequence con¨erging uniformly on D. Suppose that f s lim f has amª` m
discrete set of zeros in D. Then for any bounded domain D such that D ; D1 1
 .and ­ D does not contain zeros of f , there is a number n s n D such that1 1
 .  .for all m ) n D , f z has in D the same number of zeros as f.1 m 1
 .  .Proof of Theorem 5. Consider the mapping w z s f z s « z. Since«
 :  .Re w , z ) 0 on ­ D, w z has exactly one zero z in D. In addition,« « «
 .  .  4w z ª f z when « ª 0 uniformly on D. Let z be a limit point of z .« 0 «
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 .Then z g D and f z s 0. If the set Null f is discrete, then there is a0 0 D
 4sequence of domains D such that D ; D , lim D s D D s D,p p pq1 pª` p p p
and f has no zeros on ­ D .p
By Lemma 8, in each D either f has no zero or exactly one zero. Thisp
 .is because w z has in D only one zero for each « ) 0 which is small«
.enough. If for some p , f has a zero in D , then by Lemma 8 it has only0 p0
one zero for all p ) p . If for all p, f has no zero in D , then it has no0 p
zero in all of D.
APPENDIX
 .  .As we saw above cf. Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 , condition 19 ,
 :Re f x , x G 0, .
may be changed into another form which depends on the geometry of the
  ..given domain see condition 3 . At the same time, in the finite-dimen-
sional case, we establish in our last theorem the existence of a null point
 .under condition 19 in its original form, using the methods of finite-di-
mensional complex analysis. Unfortunately, in this case we do not know
how to describe the whole set of null points. Nevertheless, for the special
case of C2 we can get a description of the null point set only under
 .condition 19 . Namely, we have the following result.
PROPOSITION. Let D be a 2-circular bounded pseudo-con¨ ex domain in
2 2C with the center at the origin of C . Let f be a holomorphic mapping on D
 .which satisfies 19 for all x g ­ D. Then for an e¨erywhere dense set of the
complex lines
L s x s x , x g C2 : x s c , . 41 2 2
either L l D ; Null f or L l Null f consists of at most one point.D D
 2 < < 2  < < 2 .4Proof. Let ­ D s x g C : x s w x where w is a nonconstant1 2
function on each interval. Then
c
 :f x , x s f x q f c s f q x f x . L 1 1 2 1 1 2 12< <w c .
and we can apply Theorem 2 for the case n s 1. Hence the function
c
c x s f x , c q x f x , c .  .  .c 1 1 1 1 2 1 2< <w c .
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either equals zero identically, or has at most one zero in L l D. Fix now
 .some c . If c x ' 0, for c in a neighborhood of c , then for the0 c 1 0
corresponding lines we have f s f s 0. Indeed in the other case we have1 2
the equality
c f x , c .1 1s y2 x f x , c< <  .w c . 1 2 1
which is impossible because the function on the left hand side is not
 .  4holomorphic. If w x k 0, then there is a sequence c , c ª c , suchc 1 k k 0
 .  2 4that c x has at most one zero in L s x g C : x s c l D and soc 1 c 2 kk
does f.
Note also that for a ball in C2 we immediately obtain the assertion of
Theorem 2 by using suitable automorphisms.
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